
I N T E L L I G E N C E  I N  A C T I O N

Advantages at a Glance
• Provides a single, consolidated source for 

viewing all performance metrics.
• Pinpoints needs for technology re-allocation
 and additional operator training.
• Installs quickly and easy to use.
• Custom-formats reports to meet your needs
 and parameters.

The Power of Eclipse Delivers Analytic Intelligence.
Eclipse is the engine that drives Carestream’s software, using AI technology 

and proprietary algorithms to signi�cantly increase the value of the entire 

imaging chain, from capture to diagnosis – including healthcare analytics. 

Case in point: our Administrative Analysis and Reporting Software. 

It provides you with a digital dashboard – a centralized information- 

management tool for tracking key performance metrics of your operators 

and imaging equipment. It delivers continuous performance feedback, 

allowing you to analyze results, ensure optimal work�ow, 

implement cost control and develop improvement plans,

all to enhance patient care.

Administrative Analysis and Reporting Software

Speed.
Analytics.
Quality.

https://www.carestream.com


Tracking the Pulse of Productivity
This robust software option allows you to monitor, on an ongoing basis, work�ow patterns 
and trends in your radiology department by measuring performance stats of CR and DR 
units across your entire enterprise. For example, equipment utilization, reject rates and 
operator technique can be monitored and compared across your entire installed Carestream 
digital- capture equipment. Information can be formatted as desired and viewed on any 
authorized PC – making it quick and easy for you to identify over- and under-utilized stations, 
productivity of individual technologists, image rejection rates at each station, and more.

Taking Control of Your Work�ow
The insights Administrative Analysis and Reporting Software provides will prove invaluable 
in enhancing your overall productivity. Consulting your digital dashboard will make it 
immediately clear where to add additional CR or DR units; where to replace single-plate 
readers with multi-plate readers and vise versa; when to increase or decrease staf�ng; and 
which technologists would bene�t from supplemental training to enhance their performance. 
In short, you’ll gain the power to regulate work�ow and control costs more proactively than 
ever before – while increasing patient satisfaction by reducing exam backlogs.

Comprehensive Information
You can depend on consolidated, centralized presentation of all the performance data 
you need, including cassette use, individual technologist and workload statistics, exposure 
index, exam data, and frequency and cause of rejected images. Data can be automatically 
custom-formatted the way you need it, in a simple Excel format – no need to reformat, 
no wasted time. Plus, the software can display your data in chart form for a visual 
representation and a quicker assessment of the activity. Interactive tools facilitate rapid 
analysis and application of �ndings for timely adjustment and optimization of work�ow 
processes.

Product Speci�cations
This software option is available on products running
CARESTREAM ImageView and DirectView Software.
Contact your local representative for complete details.
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